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ABSTRACT

Modeling magnetic non-linea¡ characteristics of electromechanical systems usually represents a

challenge for designers and engineers and often requires the use of rough approximations. Finite

Element Analysis (FEA) coupled with Electromagnetic Transient Simulation Progtams (ETSP)

using time stepped field solutions can yield accurate results [2], however such approaches require

long simulation times.

This paper explores the applicability of FEA and ETSP in a decoupled manner. For such purpose

a model of the magnetic non-linear characteristics of a contactor is derived by means of multiple

magneto-static FEA. This model is fed into the ETSP in the form of lookup tables where different

time dependent scenarios are simulated. The same scenarios are simulated using the coupled

transient electromagnetic-FEA engine. It is found that the decoupled approach yields closely

comparable results to the transient FEA as long as the eddy currents do not play a key role in the

application.

A three-phase power transformer is modeled using a non-linear lumped magnetic circuit. The

performance of this model is compared against a 2D transient electromagnetic-FEA model for

different levels of core magnetization in the steady state. lhe finding of this simulation is that the

lumped method can yield accurate results for nominal levels of core magnetization.

Finally, a single-phase transformer model is created using two different kinds of non-linear

lumped magnetic and electric circuits. These models are compared against a 2D FE axi-

symmetric model for transitory events, namely energization events. It is found that the calculated

inrush current and core flux density do not differ by more than l)Vo when the leakage flux is

incorporated into the magnetic circuit as leakage reluctances.
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INTRODUCTION: SIMULATION TECHNIQUES

This thesis introduces a new high-speed method for simulating transients in

electromagnetic systems with non-linear inductive components. This method combines

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and Electromagnetic Transient Simulation Programs

(ETSP) in a decoupled manner. For such purpose, models of the system's non-linear

inductive elements are initially mapped using multiple magneto-static FEA. These

mapped models are then incorporated into the system's lumped RL circuit in the form of

look-up tables. The circuit differential equations are finally solved in the time domain by

systematically applying time stepped trapezoidal integrations (Dommel's method) [16].

Different cases were simulated using this technique and it was found that it yields very

accurate results when compared against transient FEA. An advantage of this approach is

that once the model of the non-linear electromagnetic system has been developed, it can

be incorporated into very large electrical networks containing several other non-linear

components. This network can then be simulated with standard ETSP software like

PSCAD/EMTDC. This large-scale network of non-linear elements would otherwise be

impossible to simulate using transient FEA.



This chapter provides a brief description of the two main simulation techniques used in

this thesis, starting with Dommel's method and closing with FEA.

Chapter 2 explains the implementation of the decoupled method through a single-

inductor example case. Chapter 3 evaluates the method's accuracy using as reference for

comparison transient finite element simulations.

Chapter 4 explores the use of the decoupled method on a case of higher complexity,

which involves the modeling of non-linear mutual inductances. It also introduces a

technique developed to measure self and mutual inductances needed, very much need to

create the inductance mapped model. The results of two different simulations devised to

test the method's accuracy are presented.

Chapters 5 and 6 present two alternative approaches, which can be used to model non-

linear electromagnetic devices whose complexity is too high for the decoupled method.

Finally, a series of conclusions and recommendations based on the findings of this thesis

are given in the last chaPter.

1,.L Simulationtechniques

1,.1.L Dommel's Method

ETSP are computer applications that are applied to electrical networks and solve for

transient voltages and currents in the time domain. There are several such applications



availabie on the market. The one used for the purpose of this thests was

PSCADÆMTDC, based on Dommel's Method. [16]

Dommel's method, first introduced at the end of the 60's, models lumped inductors and

capacitors as simple resistors paralleled with current sources through the use of the

trapezoidal integration rule. This method simplifies complex network differential

equations into a collection of, relatively easier to solve, linear equations.

The main philosophy of this approach can be illustrated with a simple example case:

single lumped inductance. The voltage differential equation of an ideal inductance

given by

a

is

V'=L+

The solution to Eq.'1.1 needs to be found in terms of time steps so

expression that can be implemented in a computer program. Hence, Eq.

between t-Lt and r as follows

According to the trapezoidal rule (see Figure 1-1), the integral of a

between t-A,t and r is given by

Eq. 1.1

AS

1.1

to obtain an

is integrated

Eq.I.2

function f (t)

l_*v,a, = rf_o,dt

[-o,r{Ða,=&lPu
Eq. 1.3



t-4-t------------- t

¡t
Figure 1-1 Trapezoidal rule

Therefore, applying Eq. 1.3 to Eq. L2 and solving for i(t) yields to the expression

At
=i(t-^f)+-

L
V(t)+v(t - Lt) Eq.1.4

Eq. 1.5

i(r)

These type of expressions are usually written in terms of a history term i,(t-AÐ which

depends on past conditions and a term dependant on the present voltage across the

variable inductance [6], as described by the following equation

where

and

i(t) = g rV (t) + I t,(r - Lt)

Lt
õL 2L'



Eq. 1.5 can be graphically represented as a conductance g¡ in parallel with a cunent

source I¡(t-AÐ as foilows

Figure 1-2 Equivalent circuit for variable inductors (valid during a time-step)

This treatment can be applied to several elements in the network. The system equations

can then be reduced to a system of linear equations of the form

G'V=I Eq. 1.6

where the voltage vector V can be solved using one of many available numerical

methods.

1.1.2 Finite Element Analysis

Analytical solutions to electromagnetic problems that involve field distributions across

complex geometries can be very tedious and difficult if not impossible, especially if non-

linear materials are involved. In fact, in most cases the only way to solve them is by

means of numerical techniques.

Many numerical methods, such as finite differences, finite elements or boundary

elements can be used in the solution of this kind of problem. Due to the relative

Ih



availability of FEM based commercial tools for electromagnetic analysis and their

suitability for modeling non-linear materials, FEM was chosen for this thesis.

FEM divides the geometry to be studied into a finite number of elements that are

connected by a series ofjoints or nodes (see Figure 1-3). The physical properties of each

element are defined and the equations of equilibrium for the whole structure are solved,

such that the continuity at each node is ensured taking into account the restrictions

imposed by the boundary conditions t9l t101.

Figure 1-3 Typical finite element subdivision of a domain. @ element No., n node No.

Electromagnetic FEA are usually based on the solution of Maxwell's third equation (see

Appendix 1)

With loss of some generality,

V*F =i +92
àt

two-dimensional FEM

Eq.1.7

modeling was utilized in this thesis.



The two dimensional solution to Eq. 1.7 is generally found in terms of the vector

magnetic potential A, which is defined by

B=VxA

lnserting this equation into Eq. I.7 then yields

Eq. 1.8

v*llv"Ãl = i. *i . *Ð
[p)òt

which is then solved by FEA.

u"[åu"r)= r,

Two different kinds of FEA were used: transient FEA and magneto-static FEA. Transient

FEA takes into account time dependant events by solving Eq. 1.9 in full. Magneto-static

FEA is time invariant, yielding null solutions for the displacement current density

jr=aõlðl and induced current density j,=-oal,lat. Hence the source's cunent

density ./, becomes the only source of magnetic field, assuming that there are no

permanent magnets or moving boundary charges present in the geometry.

The differential equation solved by the magneto-static FEA is then given by

Eq. 1.9

Eq. 1.10



DEVELOPMENT OF THE FEA - ETSP DECOUPLED APPROACH

When modeling complex non-linear components, coupled transient FEA with ETSP can

in general yield more accurate results than those derived from lumped circuit simulation

techniques alone. However, such analysis may require prohibitive long simulation times.

The content of this and the next chapter are the fundamental new contribution of this

thesis. They explore the use of FEA and ETSP in a decoupled manner in an effort to

create a low complexity, yet accurate, model that can easily be incorporated into ETSP

type models of very large electrical networks. The ETSP used to simulate the

electromagnetic system studied in this and the next chapter was PSCADÆMTDC.

In the decoupled FEA - ETSP method presented here, the electromagnetic system's non-

linear characteristics are first modeled through multiple magneto-static finite element

simulations, and then incorporated into the previously written electromagnetic transient

model in the form of lookup tables.

The development of this new approach is presented in this chapter through a non-linear

actuator example case: a translational contactor (shown in Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-2 shows the electrical network the contactor was connected to during the

simulations carried out as part of this study. In this particular electrical network, the

contactor was connected a DC voltage source E trough a switch S. The diode D allows





The method used to analyze the electromagnetic system in Figure 2-1 consisted, in first

instance, of representing the contactor as an R-L equivalent model in the ETSP

environment.

With the system's electrical equations already formulated, the inductance value was

tabulated as a function of current I and air-gap opening y using multiple magnetostatic

FEA. The dynamic position f (r) can be found by solving the mechanical equations of

motion, which are also dependent on the magnetizing force f,,,.The magnetic force f,,

is a function of current i and position y(r) and can also be tabulated using the FEA

program as will be explained later.

Once the system's model was created, the problem was ready for implementation in an

ETSP. A commercially available ETSP solver, PSCADÆMTDC, was used to simulate

the electrical network in Figure 2-2. This network was in turn used to test the method

proposed here for accuracy and speed. Figure 2-3 provides a summary of the steps taken

during the analysis of the contactor electromagnetic system.

Figure 2-2Eqtivalent lumped RL circuit

Contaciir IL----:'i:'i:'::--l

10





2.1 Mathematical modeling of the contactor

A low frequency lumped circuit for the contactor in Figure 2-L can be given as a resistor

in series with a variable inductor.

¡*--'ffi---l

"1.--i*

Figure 2-4Yariable inductance equivalent lumped RL circuit

The closed loop voltage equation for the element in Figure 2-4 is given by

v =ir..ftttl Eq'2'r

According to Figure 2-I the blade is affected by the spring force -k y, the magnetic

forcef,, and the friction -bv (the weight is not taken into account since its effects are

already cancelled by the spring's elongation at rest or initial position).

Zf =ma= f,,-lry-bv F,q.2.2

Summarizing, the contactor problem is described by the set of equations Eq.2.I,E,q.2.2

and the basic equations for velocity and acceleration given inEq.2.3

âv ôv Eq' 2.3
l=--L and (l=-

òt ðt

L2



2.2 PSCAD modeling

2.2.1 Lumped electrical circuit model

In order to solve the system of differential equations mentioned above in the PSCAD

environment, they must be written in terms of time step increments [6]. For this purpose,

the trapezoidal approach introduced in the first chapter was used. This is very powerful

because it allows for simulating very large electrical networks containing several non-

linear magnetic elements, like the one modeled here. This would be otherwise practically

impossible if using transient FE solvers alone. The inductance model is developed below

in a manner similar to that for the linear inductor in Section 1.1.1.

In Eq. 2.I the most right term represents the voltage V¡ over and ideal variable inductor

Eq.2.4

This expression can be reorganized and integrated between t-A; and r, which yields

d (Li) F,q.2.5

Applying Eq. 1.3 to Eq. 2.5 on the left side of the equation and integrating on the right

side produces the following equation

v,=!{ri)

!f, fr> +v (t -Âr¡l = L(t) i(t) - L(t - 
^t) 

i(t - Lt)

[_*v,a,= f_o,

8q.2.6

t3



In this expression, the inductance at time r depends on the values of curuent i(t) and blade

position y(t) af. the present time step /, therefore, the solution of Eq. 2.6 for the cunent i(t)

is written as

i (r) = ñ;õI, Vt.TÅr'ltt,- nt)t(t - t)+4,v1' -a'¡l Eq' 2'7

which is the final equation for the current at time r.

Following the procedure used in Section 1.1.1,8q.2.7 can be re-written in terms of

present and history term, as follows

i(t) = g rV (t) + I r,(t - Lt) Eq.2.8

where

ILt
xl_-7---------------¡e L L(y(t),i(t)) 2

and

1,,(t - ou = 
4Å,uùltV 

- nt) t(r - n ¡ * !v1r - nr¡l

The previous equation can then be represented as a parallel resistance and current source

as in Figure I-2. The only difference with the linear inductor model of Section i.1.1 is

that here, the g¡ value is updated every time step.

2.2.2 Mechanical model

The forces equation (see Eq. 2.2) can be reorganized and written for time step / as follows
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f ,,,(t) = þ(t)+bv(t)+ ma(t)

It can also be written for the previous time step t - Lt as follows

F,q.2.9

f,,,(t - Lt) = ky(t - Lt) + b v(t - Lt) + ma(t - Lt) Eq.2.IO

The average magnetic force during the time step t - Lt -+ t can be calculated by adding

and dividing by two the two previous expressions, obtaining

f ,,(t)+ f ,,,(t - Lt)
2

where the last term

, y(t)+y(t-Âr) . , v(r)+v(t-Lt)
- ru- r u- r ,tL22

at-N -t =

a(t)+ a(t - Lt) Eq.2.Tl

corresponds to the average acceleration

average acceleration between t - Lt to t

a(t)+ a(t - Lt) Eq.2.l2
2

between /-Âr

is given by

to /. Another expression for the

Eq.2.13Âv v(t) -v(t - Lt)
at-Lt -t =

This equation along with the equation for position time r,

y(t) = y(t - Lt) t v,-* -,Lt + ! o,-o, -,Lt'¿

Eq.2.I4

can be replaced into Eq. 2.11, which in turn can be solved for the blade's speed v(r) , as

follows
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where

v (t) = 
är 

t ̂ (t) 
+ f ,,,(t - Lt) + c rv (t - Lt) + zþ (t - L)f ,

c,=t!*u.T

v(t) = 
ält-( 

y(r), i(r) ) + f ,,, (t - Lt) + c,v (t- ar) + 2t y (t- ¡t)],

Eq.2.I5

Eq.2.16

Eq.2.L7

ç" =?- -6'Lt

ln the v(r) expression (see E,q.2.15) the magnetic force depends on the current i(t) and

the blade position y(t) at the present time step f, therefore,Eq.2.15 can be rewritten as

The electromagnetic system under study is finally described by a system of three

equations: an equation for the current Eq. 2.7, and equation for the blade speed Eq. 2.I5

and an equation for the blade position F,q.2.14. The numerical solution to the system of

equations described above can be found by repeatedly applying these equations, while

reading from the lookup tables the values for inductance L(!,1) and magnetic force

r,,,(l,i) .

Note that the coil's resistance has been deiiberately excluded from the equations. It is an

element that can easily be represented as an external component in the PSCAD/EMTDC

program.
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2.3 Finite element simulation

The solution to Eq. 2.7 andBq.2.15 requires the inductance and force to be known as

functions of position and current. For such purpose a series of individual magneto-static

FEA were performed for different air-gap openings as well as for different winding

currents. As result, two three-dimensional matrices were obtained, one for the inductance

L(y,i) and another one for the force F(y,l) t. These matrices, when fed to the PSCAD

model described in Section 2.2, allow for the simulation of time dependant events. The

next chapter provides a detailed description of the physical layout of the contactor

modeled using this technique. It also presents the results obtained when comparing the

decoupled method with transient FEA in terms of accuracy and in terms of simulation

times.

t The measurement of the magnetizing force on the blade in the finite element simulation

is calculated using the virtual work method [4] [5]. According to this method, the

magnetic force on a magnetic material surrounded by air is given by

^ B2S
Í,r= n

where B is the flux density normal to the surface under consideration. In this case B

corresponds to the Jr, 
"o*ponent 

of B in the air-gap.
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CASE STUDY \ryITH THE NEW COMBINED APPROACH

This chapter evaluates the FEA-ETSP decoupled approach introduced in the precedent

chapter in terms of computational speed and accuracy. For such purpose, the results of a

series of simulations are compared against similar transient finite element simulations.

The eror introduced in the decoupled approach by not modeling some stray inductive

effects, namely eddy currents, is also studied.

3.1 PSCAD simulation setup

The inductance and force models L(y,i) and F(y,l) described in the previous chapter

were found for a sample case and then incorporated as look up tables in the PSCAD

model (see Figure 3-1). This PSCAD2 model was in turn used to simulate the transient

response of the contactor. Figure 3-2 details the circuit setup used in PSCAD. The upper

part of this diagram accounts for the circuit given in Figure 2-2. Here, a gate turn-off

thyristor GTO was used as the switching device. The two elements at the bottom of the

t The PSCAD simulation

matrices.

uses linear interpolation when reading L(y,i) and F(y,l)
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diagram represent the modules in charge of reading the

L(y,i) and magnetic force F(y,l).

F(y,i) L(y,i)

lookup models for inductance

v (t)

Figure 3-1 PSCAD contactor general layout

3.2 2D FE setup

The FE two-dimensional representation of the contactor was obtained by taking a vertical

slice through the contactor with the core laminations stacked normal into the page. The

model contained the two sides of the coil and assumed it extends normal to the plane

shown a length d. A.B.J. Reece et al lll suggests that when using 2D finite element

solvers to represent 3D problems, the length normal to the simulation plane used should

be such that it gives the same core cross-sectional area as the real three dimensional

geometry. In this case, since the core section was rectangular, the length taken (1 cm) is

the same as the real geometry of the device.

v(t)
i(t)
F (t)

L(t)
PSCAD

T9
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Figure 3-2 PSCAD contactor circuit simulation layout

3.3 Contactor's physical layout

The dimensions of the contactor studied are given in Figure 3-3. The depth of the

contactor was 1 cm.

1.f

tt_ :-l
l_-j-t-+t I ,

il" l Groctr

--c
FIND

lnductancrdãtã.txt
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7mm

4mm

18 mm

Figure 3-3 Contactor dimensions

The values of some of the construction and electrical parameters were:

m = 32.09 E mass of blade

fr = 1000 N/m spring constant

N =250 number of turns in the coil

rc = 2.368 Q coil resistance

rs = 2.633 eù Series resistance (see Figure 2-2)

lntax= I mm maximum opening of the air gap

2l



y6 = 6 mm air gap at rest

V = 25 Ydc source voltage

å= 6 N.s/m friction coefficient

p6 = I Q.m .resistivity of core material

In order to simplify the analysis, the core material was assumed to be magnetic steel with

isotropíc non-linear permeability. The steel saturation was defined using one of the

equations proposed in the Flux 2Dl3D documentation [3] (see Eq. 3.1). Figure 3-4 plots

the magnetic flux B versus the magnetic field intensity H for the chosen parameter

values.

H 
" 
+r- IH ì:¡f- 4H "(r- a)

Eq.3.1

where:

B(H)= poH + B,
2(r- a)

H = It^H lt'-lq 'v Js

4 = 1.9 t saturated flux density

It, = 1000 linear relative permeability (slope at the beginning of the

curve)
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It should be noted that to ensure comparability, both simulations, transient FEA and

PSCAD, used the same time step Àt of 200 ps.

3.4.3 Electromagnetic induction effects

So far, the PSCAD model has provided a fast and excellent representation of the electro-

mechanical device under study. However, as currently formulated, it does not take into

account certain time dependant electromagnetic effects such as eddy currents and

displacement currents. When these effects are considered, the quasi-static manner in

which F(y,l) and L(y,i) were derived is not completely accurate.

In the typo of electromagnetic system under study, displacement currents can essentially

be seen as capacitive currents. There are two main kinds of capacitance in the contactor

arrangement, winding stray capacitance (turn to turn capacitance) and winding to ground

capacitance. In order to simulate winding stray capacitance in FEA, every turn in the

winding would have to be individually represented. This would have been very labour

and computing time intensive. For simplicity, in this paper the coils were represented in

macro scale as single pieces of solid conductor carrying the total ampere-turns. This

simplification eliminated the possibility of analyzing the effects of winding eddy currents

and winding stray capacitance.

As is well known in the power transformer industry, the effects of winding to ground and

turn to turn capacitance become significant only when dealing with high frequencies

(MHz). Hence for the purpose of this thesis displacement currents could be neglected.
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With this, the only time dependant phenomena whose impact could be analyzed was the

effect of eddy currents in the core.

Originally, the core resistivity was chosen to be po = 1 Ç).m. In this case, the induced

eddy currents in the core did not play a key roll since their measured densities were very

small, less than 6.7¡t Nmz at its maximum.

In order to enhance the effect of core eddy currents, a new case, somewhat extreme and

unrealistic, was run assuming a solid core (no laminations) with a resistivity of p6 = 0.16

pO.m. In this new simulation, an appreciable difference in the system response was

observed between the transient FEA and the PSCAD simulations, see Figure 3-11. The

current in the FE simulation decreased slightly faster than in the PSCAD model, which

translated into a faster re-opening of the contacts. In this case, the density of the core

eddy currents reached a peak value o12.I Nmz.

A method that could be used to account for the faster damping of the cuffent is the

introduction of damping resistors; however its implementation goes beyond the scope of

this thesis.
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MODELING OF A SINGLE-PHASE TWO.CIRCUIT TRANSFORMER BY

THE LOOK-UP METHOD

This chapter has the purpose of evaluating the performance of the decoupled FEA-ETSP

method introduced in the previous chapters in a more complex electromagnetic system.

For this reason a two-winding single-phase transformer was chosen. This new system

provides the opportunity of assessing the method's performance at simulating mutual

non-linear impedances.

A simple representation of the transformer under study is provided on Figure 4-1. Here

the magnetic paths are represented with dotted lines for the main flux /,, and solid lines

for leakage fluxes Qo, md Qor.

4.1 ETSP modeling

The transformer general voltage equations written in terms of the windings' flux linkages

are given by

vt = \rr* ",ft\ø+ ø^]

vr=irrr*"rfi[ø+Q"rf

Eq.4.I



u
a+

1u'\J

",(Ë

I

fl*",

t*",

I
I

I
I

I
I
I

Figure 4-1 Voltages, currents and fluxes in the single-phase transformer

where 4 are the winding's ohmic resistances and n, the number of turns in winding i.

These equations can be rewritten in terms of variable inductances as follows

E,q.4.2

where L, and Lzz are the winding's self inductances and L12 and Lzt the mutual

inductances.

F,q.4.2 can be rewritten in matrix form as

[;]=[; l][;] .*{li:, îlttl}

v(r)= , ilt¡*fr1r.(r)i(r)] Eq' 4'3

The expression to be used in the ETSP was found by solving Eq. 4.3 for i(t) using the

trapezoidal approach, i(t) is then given by
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8q.4.4

4.2 The look-up model

Similar to the approach in Chapter 3, the use of Eq. 4.3 as part of the ETSP decoupled

simulation method requires the construction of a mapped model of the self t, and mutual

inductances L,l
u l¡+j

The challenge in constructing such models arises in the need for knowing how much of

the flux linking a given winding is product of the current flowing through the winding

itself and how much is due to the current circulating through the neighboring windings.

In order to overcome this difficulty it was necessary to make a couple of assumptions.

The first one was that given the material's B-H curve, the inductance maximum value

occurs when the magnitude of the transformers net magneto-motive force is at its

minimum (see Eq. 4.5). This is valid since the inductance is directly proportional to the

material magnetic permeability p, where p is the slope in the B-H curve (see Figure 4-6).

In the approximated B-H curve used here to represent the material, the maximum slope

occurs at low values of magnetic field intensity H. Where, H happens to be directly

proportional to the net magneto-motive force mmf acfoss the material. It is therefore

reasonable to assume that inductance maximum value occurs at the point where the

mmf's magnitude is at its minimum.

,Ø =1, ++ 
L (')] 

{to 
t,l + v ( r - nr ) 1i.1" V - 

^ù 
- r +] t t' - o'l}
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mmf : nrir-nri,

Figure 4-2 exemplifies the general shapes for the net mmf, winding 1 inductance and flux

linkage Àr in function of lt for a constant value of iz.

The second assumption, exemplified in terms of winding 1 self inductance, was that the

mutual inductance Llz remains unchanged for small changes of i.¡ for as long as i2 is kept

constant.

With these assumptions a method for measuring L11 was developed as explained in the

following paragraphs.

As starting point, winding 1 flux linkage vs. current curve in Figure 4-2 was chosen to be

redrawn as 4-I"ri, for easier analysis (see Figure 4-3). This curve was in turn modeled

in terms or several segments, where a given ktr' segment was delimited by two different

values of measured flux linkage hu-' - \rir, 4o - I"ri, and current iro-t , iro .

F,q.4.5
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Figure 4-2 General shape of inducta¡ce L, magneto-motive force mmf and flux linkage vs.

winding 1 current for a constant value of winding 2 ctnent
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(?,"rLniz)

xl -l,rr¡,

xl-!L,ri,

Figure 4-3 Inductance model using linear splines

From Figure 4-3 an expression for the flux linkage )r- \ri- at k-I and k can be written

AS

k-1ref

)ro-t - Itri, = Iin otilt

4o - I.ri, = Iín o'('i' - ':u ) 
* IJ,(ii - 

'l-' 
)

An equivalent inductance L11 at k such that

F,q.4.6

4o - I.ri, = IÅ',0 (¡: -",r ) Eq'4'1

can be found by combining Eq. 4.6 andBq.4.7 and solving for Il\k, as follows
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r;,0. (io. .t-l \-\) Eq.4.8

F,q.4.9

-i'Í )+ IJ,(ii
IÅno = .k .ref

It -It'

where ir"f is given by

.ref fr'¡ ' IIt' =ît'l'or"o*

This Zfl¿ equation provides the inductance to be used when ik-' < i < i¿ for a given value

of i,

A similar expression can be found for Lzr keeping iz constant and varying i1. Expressions

for Lrz andLzzcan be found by keeping 11 constant and varying iz.TabIe 4-1 summarizes

the procedure used to measure the transformer's impedance matrix.

Calculate Measure Constant Variable

Lrr l"r I2 l¡

Ltz Àr I1 i2

Lz, )\z It I1

Lzz 7w l1 iz

Table 4-1 Measurement of the two-winding single-phase transformer impedance matrix

4.3 FE simulation

The transformer's transient FE simulation was setup using an axi-syrnmetric engine. For

this purpose the core was unfolded and represented as a sffaight section of length Lc,
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where this length corresponds to the effective length of the single phase transformer core

(length of core legs plus core yokes).

One of the requirements imposed by the FE software used is that in order to read the flux

linked by any given winding, the geometry under study must include the full path or

complete cycle of the magnetic lines. For this purpose, the flux lines path was closed by

introducing a return path. This return path had to be designed such that its reluctance

should be depreciable when compared with the reluctance of the core (Lc section). For

such purpose the permeability chosen for the return region (shown in dark color in Figure

4-4)hadto be very high. A relative permeability F.= lx106 was chosen for this region.
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Figure 4-7 Inductance lookup model: L1¡

Figure 4-S lnductance lookup model: L2¡
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Similar diagrams were obtained for Ln andLzz
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Figure 4-9 Inductance lookup model: L12
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4.4 Simulation results

Two different cases were simulated using the FEA-ETSP decoupled model and compared

against similar transient FEA. Each one of these cases, as it will be explained, was

designed to test different aspects of the decoupled model.

4.4.I Impedance voltage

In the first test, the transformer's impedance voltage IeXVo was measured. Where IeXTo

is, in percentage of the nominal voltage, the voltage that when applied to the

transformer's primary circuit, produces nominal current to flow while having the

secondary shorted. The difference between the voltage measured using the look-up model

and transient FEA was found to be minute (see table below)'

FEM
Look-up
method Difference

IeXVa 4.36 4.29 1.6IVo

Table 4-2 Transformer impedance voltage calculation with transient FEA and look-up method

This test was intended to evaluate the leakage inductance modeling.

4.4.2 Cold energization

This is an inrush-like simulation where the transformer is switched on without having any

remanent flux in the core. In this particular test the secondary winding was left open.
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Figure 4-11 shows that the difference between the transient FEA and the look-up

simulations is minimum, where the difference for the first peak was of 7.9o/o.

7000

6000

5000

3 +ooo

E eooot'[ zooo

1 000

0

-1000
t [s]

Figure 4-1 1 Transformer energization with 26558 V RMS (1.0 p.u. voltage)

This test was intended to drive the transformer into saturation. However, it does not test

the transformer interaction between windings mutual inductances currents, since the

secondary winding is open with zero current. Due to time limitations, the candidate could

not carry out a simulation that fully tests the interaction between windings. It is important

for future works in this field to perform this test in order to validate the technique

proposed here in full spectrum.

Both tests show that the FEA-ETSP decoupled method produces good results in the

simulation of a geometry that involves two windings. Similarly to Chapter 3,

considerable savings in simulation time were also achieved in this new electromagnetic
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system. The transient FEA performed in the second test took 81 minutes while the look-

up method took only 32 s of computation time.

The next chapter presents one of the biggest limitations of the decoupled method and

provides and alternative simulation technique for highly complex electromagnetic

systems.
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THREE.PHASE THREE.CIRCUIT FIVE.LIMB CORE TYPE

TRANSFORMER

This chapter discusses a more complicated electromagnetic system with several coils. In

the preceding chapters the inductance models used in the contactor and two winding

transformer transient electromagnetic models were built by running multiple independent

FEA.

At first glance, it appears that inductance models of size nxn can be derived from

multiple magnetostatic FEA. However, in the case of three-phase three-circuit

transformers, the number of currents to be sampled would be nine, one for each winding.

If a sampling level of 10 different values were selected for each of these variables, the

number of magnetostatic FE runs necessary to construct the model would be 10e. Written

in terms of computing time, it would take 57 years3 to map the model. This proves that

'The computing time

computer setup used in

was estimated assuming the

the contactor arrangement.
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this method is highly impractical for cases with several variables if not used in

conjunction with an efficient learning algorithm.

In this chapter, unlike the previous chapters, the magnetic model of the electromagnetic

system under study to be used as part of the ETSP is not built the product of a collection

of magneto-static FEA. Instead, a well known method utilized in ETSPs is used. In this

method, an equivalent lumped magnetic circuit is built based on the transformer's

physical configuration (ignoring flux fringing effects). This magnetic circuit is in turn

coupled with the transformer's equivalent lumped circuit.

The electrical circuit of the transformer was developed under the assumption that the

leakage inductance remains constant over time. The magnetic circuit was built taking into

account the non-linearity of the core material by means of linear splines. Once

formulated, the equations that describe the magnetic-electric coupled system were solved

numerically in terms of time increments following the trapezoidal approach. At the end of

this chapter some comparisons are made between the performance of this model against a

transient FE model for different levels of induction in the steady state.

5.1 Transformer lumped electrical circuit

Figure 5-1 presents a general scheme of the three-phase three-circuit five-limb

transformer under study.
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Figure 5-1 Voltages, currents and fluxes in the fivelimb transformer

The voltage equations for the transformer in Figure 5-1 are given by

vo,=i*rr,*nrfr¡o,+@o,,] Eq' 5'i

v *, = i*r*, * n, 
ft¡a,+ 

@"", ]

vr, = i*rr, * r, ft¡a,+@ro,]

where yH¡, rxi and r* are the ohmic resistances of the primary, secondary and tertiary

windings. nH, nx and n, are the numbers of turns of the primary, secondary and tertiary

windings.

There have been two main approaches regarding the method used to incorporate the

leakage flux into ETSP models. The first one assumes that since the leakage flux path is

mostly air (discarding the effects of some magnetic materials besides the core, which
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could be present inside the transformer), it can be assumed that the leakage inductances

remain constant over time Ul,l1l. The second approach incorporates the leakage flux

paths in the magnetic lumped circuit as lumped reluctance elements (usually linear) that

run parallel to the core leg reluctances Uzl,11'31,ll4l.

Each of these two approaches has its advantages and disadvantages. Incorporating the

leakage flux as constant inductances may only be feasible for two or three circuit

transformers, and in addition, may lead to effoneous results when used to simulate events

with heavy zero sequence components. This kind of lumped magnetic circuit does not

take into account the air-tank wall space surrounding the windings, which constitutes the

natural path for zero sequence fluxes in the case of three-phase three-limb transformers.

The use of linear reluctances running parallel to the core leg reluctances requires detailed

information about the arrangement and dimensions of the windings. This information is

often considered proprietary by the manufacturer, and therefore is not readily available to

the final user.

The approach used here was the first one since the information required to calculate the

leakage inductances can usually be found in the transformer factory test reports.

However, some information regarding the construction of the transformer core was still

required. Additionally, in the case of five limb transformers the equivalent reluctance

circuit still provides a path for zero sequence flux through the outer limbs (see Figure

5-2) as long as they do not reach saturation Ii5].
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mr Tffi
Figure 5-27,erc sequence flux in a fivelimb transformer (taken from [15])

Using this approach, the leakage flux linked by any of the primary windings can be

written in terms of the leakage inductance Lro, of the same winding, as follows

,^ - Lro, , Eq' 5'2
Vgo¡:-tHi

nH

Similar expressions can be derived for secondary and tertiary leakage fluxes.

By replacing systematically Eq. 5.2 into Eq. 5.1, the transformer voltage equations can be

re-written as

vo, = i*r* i Lro,+. n, tl*¡ 
uq' 5'3

v *, = i*,r*, * L*o,+. "- fi\, ,l

v", = i*r* r I*o,*. 
", ftl*]

This equation can in turn be written in matrix form as follows
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v (r) = ri (r) + L" *li(r)] * Nf,[o,",, {r)J

Where r , Lo and N are 9x9 diagonal matrices of the form

'1,

,t"r)

8q.5.4

Eq.5.5

N_

ol lLoo,

ruz L L =l L,o,

,,] 
" 

I o

nH

n,,n

0

V(r) and i(r) are vectors ofthe form

v(r)t =lv^ v* v* v^ v, v*, v^ v, vrr] Eq.5.6

i(t)'=lt^ i* i* i^ i* i*, i^ i, irr] F,q.5.7

and where the Õr,,, (r) vector is constructed by repeating three times the fluxes along the

main limbs, as follows

cÞt,,r(r)' =lQ, Q, Qt øt Q, øt øt Q, at]
Eq.5.8

which coresponds to the first three elements in the <Þ(r) vector, which is given by

a(t)'=¡P Q, ø, Qo],
Eq.5.9
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5.2 Equivalent lumped magnetic circuit

Due to magnetic non-linearity, the reluctance of the core material depends on the

magnitude of the flux circulating through it. In modeling the equivalent lumped magnetic

circuit the core was divided into sections, taking into consideration that the fluxes

flowing through these sections should be approximately uniform. This was done in an

effort to lump together portions of core with relatively homogeneous reluctances [8].

Figure 5-3 shows the arrangement chosen for the equivalent lumped magnetic circuit.

Note that the leakage paths are not represented in this diagram since they were already

considered as constant inductances in the voltage equations (see Eq. 5.3).

0r-Qo Qr+02-0¿ 0r+Qz+Qs-Q¿

Figure 5-3 Five-limb transformer equivalent magnetic circuit

Loop equations can be written for the magnetic circuit on Figure 5-3 as follows

NH¿H3

nxlx¡

nviy¡

NHIH2

Anxtx2 I

I

.Q:
NY¡Y2

NH¿H1

Anx¿x1 I

I

.Qz
NY¿Y1

R¿1
0r
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nHiHr+nxixr*n irr=ør(+QnRo Eq.5.10

n, i r, + nri r, + n"ir, - fr ,i r, - n ri r, - nrir, = ørR, + (ø, - ø^) Rt - ørR"

n ri r, + n *i *, t flyiy z - n ni ru z - fl *i * t - nrir, = Øz& + (Q, + Q, - ø^) & - AtRt

nrirr+nrirrr nrir, = ør&+(ø,+ør+Qr-Qr) &

The magnetic circuit, as well as the loop equations above described is based on the

assumption that the magnetomotive force across a given section of material equals the

flux times the reluctance of the flux path (see equation bellow).

F =QR Eq.5.11

where the reluctance is given by

Eq.5.I2

and where I andA are the length and area of the material under study.

This expressions (Eq. 5.11 and Eq.5.I2) are only valid for linear materials. However,

they can be extended to non-linear materials if the reluctance is replaced with and

equivalent instantaneous reluctance Req(f), as is shown in the next section.

5.2.1 Equivalent instantaneous reluctance

Ignoring hysteresis effects in the core material, an expression for the instantaneous

reluctance can be found by approximating the B-H curve by means of linear splines (see

R= I

¡tA
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Figure 5-4). The mathematical formulation of the model is more straightforward when

plotted as F-Q (Figure 5-5).

Figure 5-4 Linea¡ splines B-H curve

Figure 5-5 Linear splines F-Q curve
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Based on Eq. 5.11 and Figure 5-5 an instantaneous equivalent

defined for non-linear magnetic materials as follows

reluctance Req(r) can be

Reqi (t) =
n¡ ø(t) +lneqi' - nif Qsati-' ir 

lQ 
s at i -' 

| 
<lø Øl <lQ s ol 

I

ø(t)
Eq.5.13

Reqt (r)= Pl ir lø(r)l <lø,'orl

The final loop equations for the magnetic circuit can be obtained by replacing Eq. 5.13

into Eq. 5.10 and then writing in matrix form

n i (r) = R' (r)o (r) + F'"' (r) Eq.5.I4

where

o'l
0L

-", 
Inv)

onv
onY

-nx 0

nx0

nH0
nH -nH
onH
00

o'l I_Rr, 
I

-n'u I'
-R', -l

0nx0
0 nx -nx

-nH 0 nx

nH00

Rr, 0

, *Rj, -Rt,
Riu Rir+ Riu

Rt, R',

0

0

_R,,

R/, + Ri,

0

-nY

nY

0

Eq.5.15

Eq.5.16

and
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Qsatl-t (Rrql '- n¡ ) + Qsat'o-' (Rrq';' - ni )

Qsatl-t (Rrqi ' - nl) + þsat!-t (Rrq';' - Rí) - þsatl-t (Rrql'- n;)

þsatl-t (RrqJ' - ni) + Qsat!-t (Rtqd'- Ri ) - Qsat!-t (Rtq{'- Rí )

Qsat!-t (Rrq{' -n;) +þsatl-t(Rrql' -Ri )

Eq.5.17

F"'(r) =

With j --7,2,...,n splines, Qsatf; =0 and Req!=g

The flux vector can be found by solving Eq. 5.14, which gives

o(r) = n' (r)-' [n i(r)- r*' (r)]
Eq.5.18

5.3 ETSPlmplementation

As in the contactor case, in order to implement the transformer equations (Eq. 5.4) in the

ETSP, a solution must be found in terms of time step increments. The trapezoidal

approach is again chosen as the integration method.

Reorganizing Eq. 5.4 as follows

[v(r) -ri(t)]at =L"di(t)+Nd<o,.,, (r) Eq' 5'1e

Eq. 5.19 can be integrated between t-d,t and r as per Eq. 1.3, which yields to

f[u{,)*o (,-^ù-+"[i1r¡+i(r-ar)]=¡.[i1r)-i1r-ar)]+N[o,.,,(,)-,Þ,-',(r-ar)] Eq'5'20
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'Where the main legs fluxes Õ,*,,, (/) can be written in extended form by rewriting Eq.

5.18 three times for the three first fluxes as follows

o 
],-*, 

i (r)- [o'(r)-' F'"' (r)],.', F,q.5.21

The currenrs are found by replacing Eq. 5.2I intoEq.5.2O and solving for i(r). This

gives

i (r) = c (t)-' [o {r) + D(r - ar) + N@,",,, (r - ar)] Eq.5.22

where

F,q.5.23

F,q.5.24

<o,-', (r) = [n'(r)-'

D(t - Lt)= v(r - 
^, +.1" " - +,ft(t - Lt),

cXr) = 4" *t 
" 

+ trl[nr(/)-'n],.,,,

and

Q(r) = v @f +*[*' (,)-' F*' (,)],.,,,
F,q.5.25

In the implementation of the ETSP an initial state was assumed for the reluctances

(usually the unsaturated state). Next the winding cunents were calculated following Eq.

5.22. Knowing the current values was then possible to calculate the fluxes flowing

through the reluctances. Depending on the magnitude of the fluxes, the program checked
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at this point if any of the reluctances changed state (spline segment). If a change was

found to happen, the currents were recalculated before proceeding to the next time step

by repeating the whole cycle until the reluctances did not change spline segment. Figure

5-6 shows the flowchart implemented in the ETSP. In this case, no commercially

available ETSP programs were used. Instead, an Ad hoc electromagnetic simulation

program was written using Matlab code'
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Builds
reluctance
matrix R(t)

Calculates i(t)

Calculates fluxes ö(t)

Determines spline
segment for each

variable reluctance

Has any
reluctance

changed spline
segment?

tr=tt-r+At

Figure 5-6 ETSP flowchart
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Nt=44 number of turns in primary coil

Nz,s = 4 number of turns in secondary and tertiary windings,

respectively

rr = 5.6 mf)

rz.s = I5'7 ltÇ)

Vn¡¡=400Vru^s

Bn = i.686 T

Ar, Az, & As - 14011 mm2 area of transformer main core legs

A¿, As, Aa & At = 84OJ mm2 area of core yokes and outer legs

primary windings resistance

Secondary and tertiary windings resistance

nominal line to line high voltage

nominal main limbs flux density at 50 Hz

The core material was assumed to be magnetic steel with isotropic non-linear

permeability. Its saturation curve was described using Eq.3.1, with saturation flux

density Bs=2.06T, initial relative permeability ¡t¡2700 and bend adjustment coefficient

a=0.05. For the purpose of the ETSP model, the B-H curve was approximated with a i0-

segment linear spline curve. The segments within the spline curve were arbitrarily chosen

to be grouped in the non-linear region and sparse in the quasi-linear regions. Figure 5-8

displays both, the original and the approximated curves.
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TRANSIENT ANALYSIS: THE SINGLE-PHASE TWO-CIRCUIT

TRANSFORMER

The findings of the previous chapter pointed out the need for carrying out a compa¡ison

where both, the ETSP and the transient FE simulation are based on three-dimensional

modeling techniques. For this purpose a simpler case was selected: a two-circuit single-

phase transformer. Again, no commercially available ETSP were used. The magneto-

electric equations are solved using Ad hoc electromagnetic programs written using

Matlab code.

The lumped magnetic and electric circuit model was built utilizing two different

approaches. In the first one, the leakage flux was represented as constant inductances in

the electric circuit (as is often the practice [7], l1l). In the second one, the leakage flux

was modeled as part of the magnetic circuit by providing a series of leakage reluctances

[12], [13], [14].

The transient FE program used to validate the results, as it was mentioned in Chapter 5,

was a 2D FE engine in axi-symmetric mode. In this mode, a 3D distribution of the flux

can be approximated following the symmetry and simplicity of the two-winding

transformer under study.



The performance of both lumped models was evaluated by comparing their results

against the transient FE simulation for an inrush case. It will be seen later that only the

second approach, the one that models the leakage flux as part of the magnetic circuit,

yields acceptable results.

6.1 Lumped model with constant leakage inductances

The transformer voltage equations using constant inductances for the leakage flux are

given by

vt = it\+ r",ff+ ",ft\*,]
vr=irrr+ 4ff+"rfr\*,]

and the magnetic circuit equation is given by

Eq.6.1

F,q.6.2nrir+ nri, = QrR,

\ )*n'i,
Rr

!)l *¡,

fo,

Figure 6-1 Single-phase transformer equivalent magnetic lumped circuit (first approach)

The solution for the currents and flux is found using the same procedure as in the

previous chapter. This gives
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i(r) = c(r)-' [O{r) + D(r - ar) + NÕ*z (r - ar)]

ø,(t) = Ttr Efu t^, q,i-' - R,iftsat,i-'

Eq.6.3

F,q.6.4

where

and

with

and

D(r - Ll = lY (t - Lt)* 
[", - +,]i(t - ^t)

c(r)= L" +gr*frN r,, Eq' 6'5

Q(r)= lvØ.'--1-¡ P'"'

,Þ,,(r) =W,rrt,\1,

.=[ä ;]' ""=[';' .:,], 
*=[i ;]' "=[;l :',f
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F'"' (t) = Qsati-t (Rrq!-'- nl )

6.2 Lumped model using reluctances for the leakage paths

In this model the paths for the leakage flux are provided as leakage reluctances. Figure

6-2 shows the reluctances as well as the fluxes taken into account during the modeling

stage. Here the direction of the fluxes have been drawn as if the outer winding was the

primary winding with a magnetomotive force (mmf) slightly higher than the inner

winding's mmf.

Figure 6-3 shows the equivalent magnetic circuit. The darkened boxes are representation

of flux paths that flow trough non-linear reluctances. Note that the tank flux Q3 has been

assigned to a non-linear reluctance R3, as in most cases the tank is built with magnetic

steel material.
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Figure 6-2 Flux distribution on a single-phase two winding core-type transformer with outer

winding mmf slightly higher than inner winding mmf. a) Front view. b) Side view

Figure 6-3 Single-phase transformer equivalent magnetic lumped circuit (second approach)
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H'H]flr

ö'

I

J\-

b)

0e

a)
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The transformer voltage equations are written as

vt=it\*r,fr1*,*Õor] uq'6'6

vr=irrr*n,ft\*r+@"r]

'Where the leakage fluxes are given by

Õor = Q+ Eq' 6'7

Qoz= (Þo +(Þ'

The loop equations for the magnetic circuit on Figure 6-3 are given by

-njr=Q,&-QrR, Eq.6.8

flziz= ørRr+ør&
o = Qt&- QoRo

o = Qr& + (-ø, + Qz + ø, - øo - Qr) R,

0=Q,r,-(& * R)Q,

Expressions for cunents and fluxes can be found by solving Eq. 6.6 and Eq' 6.8 by

applying the trapezoidal approach, as follows

i(r) = c(,)-' [O{r) +D(r - ar) + N@* (r - lr)] Eq.6.9

i,(t)

i'(t)
0

0

0

Eq.6.10

o(r)= n'(r)-' +F"" (r)
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Eq.6.11
c(r)= !r*N K,

D(/- Lt) = lY G - Lt) -+, iQ - Lt),

Q(r)= |val+NP'"t

o* (r)

where

and

with

_ t Q,Q)+ Qo(r) l- 
lø,ç¡ + QoG) + ørØ )
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F"'(r)=

Qsatl-L (R'qi'- R1)

þsatl-t(Rtq{' - RJ)

Qsatl-L (Rrqi'- Rl )

Qsatl-t (Rrql'- Ri 
)

-Qsatl-t (Rrql'- R/ 
) 
+ Qsat!-t (Rtq{'- Ri 

)

Rr,o0o-&
o Ri, o o &
R,,oo-&o
-R, Rir+& R, -& -R,
0 -Rt, Rir+Ru 0 0

and

R/ (r)=

nL0
on2
00
00
00

000
000
000
000
000

n- fn. ol fn.N=l ' I and r=l'' Lo n,) Lo ;l

The leakage reluctances were calculated according to the physical geometry of the fiux

paths by using

R= I K Eq'6'r2
pA

where K is the winding Rogowky's factor given by
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In order to check the repeatability of these results, a second simulation was performed for

another two-winding single-phase transformer (see Appendix 3 ). The model was tested

as well using the inner winding as primary winding. Table 6-1 summarizes the results for

these simulations. No difference was found to surpass 107o.

Transformer Primary
winding

Remanant flux
density

Primary winding
current first

peak difference

Flux first
peak

difference

1

Inner winding 1.0 T 8.5 Vo 4.9Vo

Outer winding 1.0 T 2.I Va 3.4 Vo

2
Inner winding 1.68 T 1.6 Va 5.6 Va

Outer winding 1.59 T 5.7 7o 9.37o

Table 6-1 Single-phase transformer inrush simulation. FEM vs. Lumped model with reluctances

for leakage fluxes
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CONCLUSIONS

This thesis introduced a new approach for simulating transient events in non-linear

electromagnetic systems by using FEA and ETSP in a decoupled manner. In the

simulated systems, the introduced approach was found to drastically reduce

simulation times as it was shown in Chapter 3. This approach can be incorporated

into large ESTP solver, hence, allowing the study of complicated electromagnetic

networks.

Very accurate results were obtained with the FEA-ETSP decoupled method in

simulating transient events where the role of eddy currents did not significantly affect

the performance of the electromagnetic system.

It was also found that the method's accuracy is directly linked to the quality

sampling level of the non-linear inductance mapped model. The better the quality

the mapped model, the higher the accuracy of the transient simulation.

A drawback found on the FEA-ETSP decoupled method was the amount of resources

needed for the construction of the mapped non-linear model, particularly when the

number of windings is large. This constraint limits the feasibility of this method to

simulating relatively simple non-linear electromagnetic systems.

or

of



In order to address the above drawback, and alternate approach for simulating more

complex electromagnetic systems was studied. This approach used lumped magnetic

circuits coupled to lumped electric circuits incorporating all the windings' leakage

fluxes into the electric circuit as constant inductances. This method was used to

model a three-phase three-circuit five-limb transformer. The performance of this

model was compared against a 2D transient FEA model for different levels of core

magnetization in the steady state. In this case, the non-linear lumped magnetic circuit

produced similar results to the 2D FE simulation for low levels of core saturation.

However, it was impossible to determine if the method is good for studying

configurations with high saturation levels.

It was found that 2D FE can not be used as a reliable reference when the core is

saturated because the flux follows a 3D distribution under this state.

o Due to the simplicity of the electromagnetic system chosen in chapter 6, the two-

circuit single-phase transformer allowed for a simplified 3D analysis with the

available transient 2D FB engine. With this case it was possible to show that using

lumped magnetic circuits coupled to eiectric circuits while using constant

inductancess to represent leakage fluxes introduces considerable errors if used to

simulate cases where the core is driven into high saturation. It was found that these

5 The values of inductance used were found using the impedance voltage IeXVo, which is

generally provided by transformer manufacturers.
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kind of electromagnetic systems are better modeled when the leakage flux paths are

incorporated into the magnetic circuit.

7.1 Future work

The possibility of introducing the handling of a non-linear element whose reluctance

depends on the magnitude of the flux circulating through it would eliminate the

necessity for writing the magnetic circuit equations in advance. Instead, it would be

as simple as choosing a configuration that represents the magnetic circuit of the

transformer under study and then drawing it in PSCAD. For this to be achievable a

non-linear solving algorithm would have to be introduced. This would allow the

possibility of simulating magnetic configurations of much higher complexity. The

drawback would be a considerable reduction in computation speed since several

iterations would be required for every time step.

The transformer decoupled FEA-ETSP model and the transformer coupled lumped

magnetic - electric circuits model need to be tested on a wider set of scenarios in

order to identify their limitations as well as the types of applications where they

perform the best.

The inaccuracy of the model in Chapter 6 that used lumped magnetic circuits coupled

to lumped magnetic circuits while using constant leakage inductances to represent

leakage inductances at simulating high saturation cases suggests that the leakage

inductances are also non-linear. The method introduced in Chapter 4 could be used to
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indirectly measure leakage inductances under different core saturation levels, and

therefore used to prove the non-linearity of the leakage inductances.

o Real laboratory experiments need to be performed in order to validate the findings in

this thesis. This in regard to the acc;rtracy of the decoupled FEA-ETSP method, as

well as the coupled lumped magnetic and electric circuits method.
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Appendix 1 MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS

Maxwell's equations are a set of partial differential equations that relate electric and

magnetic fields with their sources (electric charges or current densities). These describe

the principles of guiding and propagation of electromagnetic energy and provide the

fundamentals of the electromagnetic phenomena and its applications.

=a òBvxE-_-
òt FaradaY's Law

i.Ê = p,

Eq.Al

Eq. A2

Eq.A3

Eq.A4

V*ã =i +?2
òt

Gauss'Law

Ampere's Law

Electric field intensity [V/m]

V'B=0

where

E



Magnetic field [T]

Electric flux density lClmzl

Volumetric charge density ¡C/m3l

Magnetic field intensiry [A/m]

Current density lNmzl

In the Ampere's law i (Eq. A 4) is given by the summation of the source current density

i, and the induced current density i,. m the case of two-dimensional problems, the

induced current density can be expressed as

_aAt,=-o * Eq. A5

where

Vector magnetic potential [Wb/m]

Conducrivity[ö/m]

The auxiliary equation that relates ñ witfr Ë is

B

D

Pv

H

j

A

o

D=sE
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B with H

+
B = ,H Eq' A7

and the conduction current density with the electric field

;--_-Jc =aE Eq' A 8

where

t Elecrric permitivity [F/m]

p Magneric permeabiliry [tVm]
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When a transformer is switched off, depending on the point of the magnetizing curve at

which it is de-energized, there could be some remnant flux on the core. For example, in

Figure B 2, if the switch off takes place at point A, the current, and consequently the

magnetic field intensity H will go to zero. The flux density will follow the core material

hysteresis curve and wiil sit at the H zero crossing of the curve at the remnant flux

density Br"*.

The worst inrush current scenario takes place when the switch off and on of the

transformer is carried out at the zero voltage crossing, having these two instants opposite

signs of the voltage tangent, as depicted on Figure B lb.

Figure B 2 Hysteresis loop

In a transformer, the voltage over the excited winding is imposed by the power system it

is connected to. In the case drawn in Figure B 1, the flux in the core has a value of +Brem

at the switch on instant. According to Eq. B 1, the derivative of the flux has the same sign
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as the voltage sign. This means that the flux will increase in magnitude as long as the

voltage is positive, reaching values well within saturation.

Under saturation the current necessary to create such flux density will be several times

the nominal current. If the overload and/or differential relays are not properly set up, they

could give false trip commands at energization. It is therefore important to have a model

that can be used to estimate the inrush phenomena so the overload and./or differential

protection relays can be properly set up.
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Appendix 3 SINGLE PHASE TRANSFORMER DATA

The construction and electrical parameters of the second transformer modeled in chapter

6 are:

,S = 60 MVA

U=8J

nz = 542

rt = 6.3 mQ

rz = 0.52 Q'

A = 0.534 m2

Yt=28169VRMS

Yz= 175546 V nvs

Bn = 1.608 T

Lc =7.5648 m

transformer's rated power

number of turns in secondary coil (LV)

number of turns in primary coil (HV)

secondary winding resistance

primary winding resistance

area of transformer main core leg

Iow voltage winding nominal line to ground voltage

high voltage winding nominal line to ground voltage

nominal core flux density at60}Jz

total equivalent length of core (see Figure C 1)
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